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EXPLANATION GUIDE TO U.S. PATENT STATISTICS
February 2013

The U.S. Patent Quality Statistics spreadsheet is a weekly analysis of U.S. patent 
quality, pendency, economics and innovation rates, with data that starts in 1984.  Analysis 
is provided for a variety of category areas: technology area, division of the PTO, by 
corporation, and by country.  Accompanying the patent data is a variety of economic data 
items.  Altogether, the data in the spreadsheet provides a powerful resource for analyzing 
the quality and value of patents and innovation around the world.

The most recent version of the U.S. Patent Quality Statistics is always available at:
 www.global-patent-quality.com/DOCUMENTS/USPatStats.xls

What follows is an explanation of each of the columns if the spreadsheet.  If you 
have suggestions for additional data or calculations to add to the spreadsheet, please 
contact us.

OVERALL PATENT COUNTS

Column A:  Publication Date, in YYYYMMDD format, for each Tuesday of the 
year.  On Tuesdays, the USPTO releases newly issued patents. 

Column C:  Software Patents Issued, the number of computing patents issued that 
week, most of which are software-oriented.  With devices such as FPGAs, the line 
between hardware and software is increasingly blurred.

Column D:  Electronics Patents Issued, the number of electronics patents issued 
each week, which includes as a subset the software patents in Column C.  Despite whines 
to the contrary, the quality and scope of software patents is indistinguishable for those of 
Electronics patents in general.  That is, the problem isn’t software patent examination, but 
rather just patent examination.

Columns E and F:  Software/Electronic NonPatent Prior Art Cited, is the 
number of non-patent prior art cited by software and electronic patents.  Both quantities 
are extremely low compared to the amount of prior art available, and an example of data 
showing the similarities of software and electronic patents.
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Column H: Number of patent applications filed, a number of the patent 
applications filed each week.  As many U.S. patent application remain secret until the 
issue (or remain secret forever if rejected), this number is always greater than Column I, 
the number of patent applications published each week.

Column I: Number of patent applications published on Thursday.  New patents 
are published on Tuesday, new patent applications on Thursday.  Issued patents indicate 
patent filings (and thus innovation activities) about five years prior.  New patent 
applications are more timely measures of such activities, with only a two-year lag (patent 
applications are published 18 months after filing).

Column J: Number of patents issued each week.
Column K: Number of Mechanical patents issued each week.
Column L: Number of Chemcial patents issued each week.
Column M: Number of Electrical patents issued each week.
Note: for decades, PTO classifications and examining groups have been divided 

broadly into these three categories.  Though in recent years, the ubiquitous nature of 
microprocessors and computing has seem some leaking of “electrical” patents into the 
mechanical and chemical categories.

    PATENT PENDENCY DATA

Column O: Pendency from Mechanical patent submission to issuance (months).
Column P: Pendency from Chemical patent submission to issuance (months).
Column Q: Pendency from Electrical patent submission to issuance (months).
Column R: Pendency from all patent submissions to issuance (months).
Note: Patent pendency has been worsening for decades, even worse during the 

Dudas administration, followed by some catching-up during the Kappos administration.  
The worsening pendency times are due to examination mismanagement, with any 
improvements due to playing games with the examination rules and examiner incentives.

    ECONOMETRIC DATA

A fair number of critics of the patent system argue that we don’t need patents 
because the number of patents, etc., doesn’t correlate much to U.S. productivity (which 
presumably is an important argument).  Well, for the most part, data involving U.S. 
patents doesn’t correlate to much of anything in the world of economic data.  But that is 
not the point of the patent system.
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Column U:  Quarterly U.S. Productivity, the percent change from the previous 
quarter.  Eventually to be replaced with a reliable monthly source of U.S. productivity 
data.

Column V:  Quarterly Venture Capital Investments.  Quarterly amount, in 
millions, of venture capital investments.

Column W:  Corporate R&D.  Quarterly amount, in millions, of research and 
development expenses by large corporate patentees, as reported in 10Qs.  Currently, 
Column W only reflects the R&D budget of IBM.

Column X:  Qualcomm Licensing.  Quarterly amount, in millions, of licensing 
income for Qualcomm.  Qualcomm is a large representative of corporations that license 
technology as much as the innovate, if not more, as opposed to companies such as IBM 
and GE which productized much of their innovation.

Column Y:  Qualcomm R&D Budget.  Quarterly amount, in millions, of the R&D 
budget for Qualcomm.  Other companies’ finances to be added to Columns X and Y in 
the future.

Column Z:  Daily Open price of the NASDAQ composite index.  NASDAQ 
comprises many technology stocks, many of which make use of the patent system.

Column AA: London Gold price.  Tuesday opening price of London Gold.  For 
days when market is closed, nearest open market day used.  Other than jewelry supply/
demand, gold has implicitly become an index of government financial stupidity (which is 
why across many years, Gold has had a better return than most currencies).  We suspect 
part of government financial stupidity is government innovation waste.

Column AB:  Average number of inventors on an issued patent.  Despite 
academic claims that innovation is more and more a group effort (for example, the work 
of anti-patents Stanford law professor Mark Lemley), the average number of inventors on 
a patent still remains between 1 and 3, indicating many sole inventors, and probably sole 
inventors with an aide.  Thus, the patent system must support small inventors as much as 
the big corporations that fund Prof. Lemley’s work.
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PATENT/INNOVATION QUALITY ANALYSIS

Columns AD to AL provide a multi-dimensional data-set to measure a variety of 
useful numbers, such as patent quality, innovation quality, return-on-investment, degree 
of antitrust liability, etc.  These are the most important columns of data on the 
spreadsheet, though are repeated in other sections with related data.

Column AD: Average Non-Patent Prior Art Cited:  to this date, the majority of 
issued patents cite NO non-patent prior art (journal articles, conference papers, product 
literature, etc.)  For fields of technology, such as Electronics, this indicates to a 
reasonable degree of certainty, that such patents are invalid, and don’t reflect any 
innovation.

Column AE: Average Uncited Prior Art:  this number is a count of the amount of 
prior art, relevant to a 102/103 analysis of patent validity, that was not cited, and remains 
available for invalidity attacks.  Currently this number is 12, an average based on the 
experiences of professional searchers.  In time, this number will be replaced by the 
amount of uncited prior art found in invalidity searches for all issued patents.

Column AF: Average Close Crap Prior Art:  this number is a count of the 
number of prior art patents close in scope to an issued patent, patents themselves of low 
quality.  The higher the count for any individual patent, the more likely the patent itself is 
crap.(Note: this column is not being calculated as of yet)

Column AG: Percent of Claim 1 Jepsonable:  a Jepson-clause is a clause that 
typically starts with “... the improvement comprising”.  Since the majority of issued 
patents are invalued, the majority of patents should be using such language.  However, 
because of legal liabilities created by the judiciary, Jepson clauses are no longer used.  
This column is the average percentage of those parts of Claim 1 (typically the exemplary 
claim) that should be in a Jepson clause.  The average is somewhat above zero, because 
for the majority of issued patents that are invalid, the size of the Jepson clause is zero, 
since the the “improvement comprises” nothing. (Note: this column is not being 
calculated as of yet)

Column AH: Percent of Claim 1 Boring Trite:  the average amount of words in 
Claim 1 that are trite/boring/overused/pompous/stopwords, etc.  The closer this figure is 
to 100% for a claim, the more likely the patent is invalid because the lawyer is covering 
the lack of invention with boulshirt. For the average patent, about half of the claim 
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language is so boring. For those patent lawyers interested in learning this skill, read lots 
of IBM patent claims.  

Column AI: Percent of Claim 1 Length Deviation:  the average deviation of the 
length of claim 1.  The average claim 1 is about 2400 characters.  Much shorter claims 
are either pioneering inventions, or invalid non-inventions.  Much longer claims are 
typicaly picture-claims so narrow as to be valid but unenforceable. (Note: this column is 
not being calculated as of yet)

Column AJ: Average Numer of Years Renewed:  a patent at issuance has a 
potential term of 17 to 20 years (17 from issuance, 20 from filing, depending on which 
version of patent laws apply).  Most of the long-last patents have an effective term of 16 
years.  However, patent owners are obligated to pay a renewal fee at 4 years ($1150), 8 
years ($2900) and 12 years ($4810), and about a third of patents are never renewed at all 
three time points.  A patent not renewed at the first point, at 4 years, for $1150, typically 
reflects a patent of low quality or paltry innovativeness.

Column AK: Average Number Forward Citations:  for the most part, patent 
citations provide no information about anything (such as information flows between 
inventors, etc. based on backward citations)  Of limited values is the number of forward 
citations, i.e., the number of times a patent is cited by following patents.  A few patents, 
such as PCR and inkjet patents, are heavily cited, reflected the importance of their 
technology product lines.  Patents in the last three years have few forward citations (a 
patent being examined now can’t be cited until it issues in about three years).

Column AL: Degree of Partioning of Multidimensional Quality:  if you embed 
the patent quality data in columns AD to AK in a multidimensional space, the topology of 
the partitioning of that space reflects patent tactics, and tactics based on large numbers of 
invalid patents partitioned in certain configurations creates legal problems. (Note: this 
column is not being calculated as of yet)

RAW NATIONAL PATENT COUNTS

Column AN: Number of patents assigned each week to companies in the 
United States.

Column AO: Number of patents assigned each week to companies in Europe 
(basically the EC countries)

Column AP: Number of patents assigned each week to Asian companies 
(basically China, Japan, South Korea).
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Column AQ: Number of patents assigned to academic institutions (colleges, 
universities, institutes).

Column AR: Percent of Canadian patents assigned to U.S. companies  - about 
40% of all Canadian patents are assigned to people and companies in the U.S.  Thus the 
quality of U.S. patents will correlate highly with the quality of Canadian patents 
(especially many other Canadian patents are assigned to Asian and European companies 
with parallel filings in the U.S.).(Note: this column is not being calculated as of yet)

         PATENT OFFICE WORKFLOW

Column AT: Effective number of examiners.  The number of patent examiners 
each week involved with the issuance of patents.  In recent years, the USPTO has 
reported having about twice as many examiners as this count.  This is most likely due to 
over half of examiners being new hires in training, indicating massive employee turnover 
each year, indicating ongoing labor-management relations problems.

Column AU:  Average number of patents issued each week by an examiner.  
This has hovered around 1.4 for years, and adding in 0.6 patents that the examiner rejects, 
means that the average examiner on the average disposes of two patents a week, about 
100 per year, in line with anecdotal and published accounts of examiner throughout.

Column AV: Allowance Rate - the percentage of patent applications that issue as 
patents.  This column currently is an approximation, based on the average number of 
patents an examiner actually issued, and assuming that the average examiner disposes 
(issues/rejects) two patents a week.

Column AW: Number of decisions completed by the US Board of Patent 
Appeals and Interferences.  When an examiner makes a rejection that an applicant finds 
unreasonable, they can appeal to the USBPAI, which not surprisingly, has a growing 
backlog.
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    PATENT CLAIM ANALYSIS

Column AY: Average number of patent claims in a patent.
Note: The standard patent application fee includes up to 20 claims.  Any claims 

above 20 cost extra.  Thus there is a constraint that has tended to keep the number of 
issued claims under 20 for decades.

Column AZ: Length in characters of non-trivial words in claim 1 of a 
Mechanical patent.

Column BA: Length in characters of non-trivial words in claim 1 of a 
Chemical patent.

Column BB: Length in characters of non-trivial words in claim 1 of an 
Electrical patent.

Note: As inventions become more and more variations on a theme, the length of 
the claimed description of the invention should increase in size (due to the text of the 
claim that describes the existing technology), unless Jepson claims (“the improvement 
comprising”) are used, which for the most part, are no longer being used.  Any lack of 
increasing trend in claim lengths could imply overly broad claims being allowed by the 
USPTO, leading to more lower quality patents.

Column BC: Coherence of a Mechanical patent claim to its abstract.
Column BD: Relevance of a Mechanical patent claim/abstract to a related 

Mechanical patent’s claim/abstract.
Column BE: Coherence of a Chemical patent claim to its abstract.
Column BF: Relevance of a Chemical patent claim/abstract to a related 

Mechanical patent’s claim/abstract.
Column BG: Coherence of an Electrical patent claim to its abstract.
Column BH: Relevance of an Electrical patent claim/abstract to a related 

Mechanical patent’s claim/abstract.
Note: In general, a patent’s abstract and claim should use similarly structured 

language, so their semantics should be mostly coherent when compared. The abstract and 
claim of a Chemical patent currently has a lower coherence than those of Electrical/
Mechanical, but this is due to Chemical patent abstracts having less chemical 
nomenclature than the claims.  Currently these measures are primitive, to be more fully 
developed in the years to come.  The relevance factor is calculated based on a prior art 
search (currently against a small data set) for each patent.
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PRIOR ART ANALYSIS

Column BJ: Number of patents each week whose Background sections cite one 
or more patents as prior art.

Column BK: Number of patents cited as prior art by a Mechanical patent.
Column BL: Number of non-patent items cited as prior art by a Mechanical 

patent.
Column BM: Number of patents cited as prior art by a Chemical patent.
Column BN: Number of non-patent items cited as prior art by a Chemical 

patent.
Column BO: Number of patents cited as prior art by a Mechanical patent.
Column BP: Number of non-patent items cited as prior art by a Mechanical 

patent.
Note: The majority of issued (U.S.) patents are invalid for not citing sufficient 

amounts of prior art, especially non-patent prior art.  Patents in all categories on the 
average have been citing about two dozen prior patents as prior art.  Chemical patents cite 
more non-patent prior art than Electrical patents, which reflects that there are more 
scientists (who know what a library is) as Chemical inventors than as Electrical engineer 
(who don’t know what a library is) inventors.

Column BQ: Percent of Electrical patents citing no non-patent prior art.  There 
are over 10,000,000 potential non-patent prior art items for an Electrical invention.  To 
cite nothing from this collection is tantamount to fraudulently obtaining a patent.

Column BR: Total IEEE publications as Prior Art.  IEEE is the leading 
engineering society of the world, with numerous publications, especially dealing with 
electronics.  Over 60% of the issued Electrical patents cite nothing from the IEEE, again, 
tantamount to fraudulently obtaining a patent.  Patents counted in Column AO are being 
filed for little more reason than to clog patent office pipelines around the world.

Column BS: Number of non-patent items cited as prior art by a Software 
patent - the average for software patents is little different than the average for patents in 
all other fields of technology.  That is, the quality of software patents, and thus the 
problems patent offices have examining software patents, is little different than 
everything else - i.e., there is nothing special or holy about software patents, except that 
critics of such patents whine louder.
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  STATISTICS ON PATENT CITES AND RENEWALS

Column BU: Average Number of Forward Citations - for all patents.
Column BV: Patents with Less than 4 Forward Citations.
Column BW: Average term of renewal of Mechanical patents.
Column BX: Average term of renewal of Chemical patents.
Column BY: Average term of renewal of Electrical patents.
Column BZ: Average term of renewal of Software patents.
  

  STATISTICS ON USPTO ART UNIT PERFORMANCE

The USPTO currently has eight main patent examination groups (Art Units):

AU1600 - Biotech and organic chemistry
AU1700 - Chemical and materials engineering
AU2100 - Computer architecture and software
AU2400 - Networking and security
AU2800 - Semiconductors and optics
AU3600 - Transportation, construction, business methods, farming
AU3700 - Mechanical and medical devices

Columns CB to DG contain, for each of these Art Units, the number of Patents 
they issued in any one week, the Pendency in months for those issued patents, the 
amount of Patent Prior Art cited in those patents, and the amount of Non-Patent Prior 
Art cited.

STATISTICS ON PATENT ISSUANCES TO LARGE CORPORATIONS

Columns DI to GP have similar data as for the Art Units, but instead relate to the 
patents issued each week to large corporations.  Currently we are tracking Apple, 
Broadcom, Canon, Fujitsu, Foxconn, General Electric, General Motors, Google, Hewlett 
Packard, Honeywell, IBM, Intel, Intellectual Ventures, Micron, Microsoft, Panasonic, 
Qualcomm, Samsung, Sony and Toshiba.  The statistics listed, plus examinations of 
samples of their patents, indicate little interest on the part of these companies in seeking 
much in the way of quality patents.
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However, for some stocks, there are additional columns of data relating to BUY 
and SELL signals to buy the company’s stock.  The current trade selection algorithms are 
primitive, and the resulting columns of data more placeholders for more sophisticated 
trading algorithms in the future coupled to the patent analysis data.  Currently, we 
provide, as examples only, trading signals for IBM.

Column FC is the day of the week for which the BUY or SEL signal was initiated.  
Column FD is the closing price for IBM at which to buy the stock (just before the market 
closes).  Column FE is the selling price for iBM at which to sell the stock (just before the 
market closes).

  STATISTICS ON SECONDARY PATENT PROPERTIES

Column GR: Number of Mechanical/Chemical patents mostly computing 
patents.

Column GS: Number of “means” uses in patent claims.
Column GT: Number of “improvement comprising” in patent claims (Jepson 

clauses).
NOTE: the courts have made it too dangerous to use “means” terms (a shorthand 

representation of more structure).  As well the courts have made it too dangerous to use 
“improvement comprising” (Jepson) clauses to the extent that they have mostly vanished, 
despite 99% or more of patents being improvements on something else.  Non-Jepson 
independent clauses are essentially dishonest.  It is, however, a dishonest forced by 
incoherency in the caselaw as to what language should be in a claim.

Columns GV to HG: The type of independent claim: Apparatus, System, Method 
or Compound.  Of little significance outside of patent analysis.  Not surprisingly, there 
are very few Mechanical and Electrical compound patents, most invented compounds 
being Chemical.
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